
















Have a question? Well you’re a lucky LepreCon Man, because here are some answers!  

Q: If I have 1 Clan in each of my 2 Lands, are they both safe from recruitment? 
A: No, they are not. Only the last Clan in your entire kingdom is safe, not each Land.

Q: If I take 2 actions on my turn, do I have to take them in any particular order? 
A: No, you can take any two different actions in any order, or repeat the same action.

Q: This game is a bit too complex for my little one, can it be simplified?
AA: Yes! See “Simplifying The Rules” on page 10 to play the game like Cover Your Assets.

Q: What happens if I use a Hypnogriff on a Ruler with less than 3 cards? 
A: When this happens, you take as many cards as the Ruler has and then return the 
same amount. You must ALWAYS return the same number of cards you take.  

Q: Can I use a Minnowtaur or Grumbeldalf’s Elves on my own Kingdom? 
A: Why yes, you can, you delightfully devious despot! 

Q: I don’t care for skip cards, can the Minnowtaurs be used a different way?
A:A: No problem, here is an alternate rule to use instead (it was too long to fit on the card): 
Place a Minnowtaur ATOP the stack in one of your 2 lands to protect the Clans in that 
Land from all attacks until the start of your next turn, at which point you’ll discard it. 
OR: Place it BESIDE one of the 2 lands in a rival’s Kingdom to prevent them from 
forming or recruiting Clans to that land, or using free Creatures that affect Clans in 
that land during their next turn, at the end of which the Minnowtaur is discarded. 
Note: This does not affect other Ruler’s ability to target Clans in that land on their turn.

QQ: If I already attempted to recruit a Rival’s Clan, may I use a MobGoblin on it that turn?
A: Yes, you may! The MobGoblins, unlike Grumbledalf’s Elves, don’t have a moral code.
 
Q: Can I pass my turn if I can’t take an action after the draw pile is depleted?
A: As long as you have cards in your hand, you must always take at least 1 action per 
turn. If you can’t do anything else, you must discard a creature from your hand without 
drawing a new one.

Q: Q: When playing with 6-8 Rulers can I target any Kingdom with a Free Creature?
A: You can’t recruit from the Kingdoms further than 2 away from your own, but Free 
Creatures may target ANY other Kingdom.

Didn’t find the answer you were looking for? Don’t worry, I’m here to help, reach me at 
Jeff@GrandpaBecksGames.com I’ll answer right after i feed the Pigxies. -Jeff Beck
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